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Since March of 1991, my life have been dedicated to the mental, physical, and artistic
search for the spiritual. Throughout that time I have acquired skills, both in the body modification
field and the academic field, that have helped me in this exploration. This serious exploration
started while attending undergraduate school at Indiana University, where I received my BFA in
photography and has continued on a long and winding path, pausing temporarily in the present,
waiting to continue into the future. This thesis shall deconstruct those occurrences into three
groups of explorations, the first being: The physical and mental exploration ofmy being, although
this is not directly photographic it does correlate my philosophic state with my visual
interpretations ofmy surroundings. The second part to this journey is the deconstruction of that
philosophic state and it's relation to the visual aspects ofmy photographic work. The last section
of this quest is the exploration and explanation of the photographic work itself, not only visually
but also philosophically. This will investigate my motivations and my attempt at validation, by
providing a bases of historical
foundation. My work deals with spiritual sadomasochism, my
eternal quest of the enlightened state.
This thesis is but a segment of the exploration of myself. It is through this exploration
that I hope to better understand my life in all of it's facets. It
will cover my personal history as it
pertains to photography, the philosophical resources that
I based my foundation on and my
images and their meaning. I have been interested in all aspects of the body for as long as my
conscience memories recall. As a child I often searched for transcendence, although at the time I
had no idea what name to give it. I had always questioned my existence, my purpose and at the
time no one could give me the answers that I sought. I have never been a religious being but I
consider myself a spiritual being. Growing up in the Midwest left me feeling little hope that I
would ever find the nature of who I was or why I was here. I did not truly start down my path
until many years later when I traveled to Chicago to receive my first scrotal piercings, a symbol of
my first rite of passage towards my destiny. This experience was but the first of many to come
and was not yet visually developed but fully emotional. It wasn't until four years later when I
teaching body modification in San Francisco that I was propositioned by Cleo Dubois, my then
mentor's wife, a professional sadist, that I came to find my portal to the other, the spiritual. I
remember that day as if it were only moments ago. The imagery was and is a sadian delight. The
room was cold and black, decorated with instruments of pleasure and pain at the eyes every turn,
it was decidedly Gothic. I had determined long ago that I was a masochist, but never had the
outlet for the exploration, until my encounter with Cleo. The session began with my physical
body stretched on a rack my skin barley touching the surface of the table below me, my limbs
numb, sight blocked, hearing obscured, voice mute, my mind strangely freed when my test
began. I had lost all touch with time and space, what was only moments seemed hours, months,
years and my understanding of space was destroyed, being totally immobilized, my body became
my only connection to the physical world
around me, not as separate senses but as one, a world
that would be forever changed. It started out as a light thumping on my back, almost like a
massage, but gradually increasing in it's intensity. Soon the light massaging tentacles of the
flogger were replaced with heaver beats, methodical and rhythmic, after what seemed hours, those
beats were replaced with the sensation of flogger that felt, what I can only imagine a baseball bat
would feel like, a sensation so pure to me that my mind separated from my body, no emotion, no
pain, only vision, a vision that I
experienced without the benefit of my eyes, but my mind. After
the flogging came sensory deprivation, total encasement, all I could to was breath. The only input
I had that the air entering my nostrils, I had
no sight, no speech, no ability to move or hear, I had
only my mind to keep me company. It was one of the most liberating feelings I had ever had.
When I was finally released the air rushed over my body and it felt as if it was the first time my
skin was encountering the world
around me, in essence my birth. It wasn't until after the
experience when I had started to decipher what had happened to me and the visions I had had,
that I discovered that I was not the masochist that I thought I was, but rather more interested in
the journey and being the guide to help others to follow their path. Being a visual creature, that
experience was forever etched in my memory, it was a vision so pure and uncorrupted by reality
that I have tried to since recreate the moment. It has since become my Grail and in this quest
photography has allowed me to express my search in a tangible document that can represent some
of the aspects of the quest. The very ground glass became my third eye,
"
When is it that people
begin to look beyond or within themselves for a strength to face life or wisdom to understand it
that surpasses their ordinary capacity? The beginning of the spiritual must be this "looking
beyond"
or looking more deeply
"
To know of is not to know, but it can be a
beginning."
1
This thesis has it's origins from that first trip to Chicago in 1992. After that experience is
when I decided to dedicate my life to the field of body modification. I was then seeking the
energy that was dispersed between the piercer and myself,
I wanted to become the person capable
of fulfilling somebody's desire to have such a magical experience. Everything seemed to fall in line
after that, within a year of research I had contacted one Fakir Musafar in San Francisco. He
agreed to teach me everything I wanted
to know. He had just started to teach body modification
after his involvement in the field for over 30 years and I was in his second class. It was there that I
was most influenced in what my ideas about
spirituality. Both Fakir and his wife were very
informative as to their lifestyle and beliefs. This undoubtedly influenced my life beyond what I
then believed. I have been piercing ever since and my
camera has been there every step of the way,
trying to capture what I knew to
be there but always so intangible to the emulsion. I have never
stopped trying to succeed in it's
capture. It was like giving someone a taste of true purity and then
just before total satisfaction it was removed, still leaving a lingering feeling of ecstasy, but with a
taste for infinitely more. Much like the ascetic, that
Karmen MacKendrick, in Nietzschean terms,
"calls the twisted artist, and the ascetic pleasure is the pleasure of the artist, a pleasure in
transformation, an arrogance that expresses a will so absolutely set upon its goal that arrogance no
longer seems the right term, a goal so impossible that to pursue it takes arrogance and humility in
their extreme forms at once~a goal that it is impossible for the ascetic not to pursue. This notably
powerful will seeks out obstacles to humble itselfobstacles that somehow never quite break it.
Like the artist who finds utter freedom in submission to capricious rules, the ascetic has the
presumptuousness to take the path that he/she sees utterly necessaryat once impossible and
2 I have always feared this paradox, to succumb to it, is to fuel it, but to deny it, is
impossible and with it comes the knowledge that to stay within constant reach of the goal means
to cease to exist in this world or at the least cease to function in it. Now a traveler on this path, I
have opened my horizon and my ability to see, now the camera is but in extension of my mind,
and the body an experience. This path has caused me many doubts, which I still struggle with
today and these doubt are best described by another more eloquently apt to do so than I,
"Traveling those paths with difficulty, the traveler, now a pilgrim, is changed. The spiritual is not
an abstract knowledge of the cosmos or human nature; it is a renewed discovery, a beginning again
and again. The pilgrim gains new eyes, a feeling for things, a new sense of life, and this newness
within cannot help but brighten the world at large and reveal its exquisite order. Then the new
way of being fades or abruptly vanishes, together with all that it naturally reveals. The pilgrim is
left wondering. However grand all that was, it lasted only a short while and cost a great deal. Is
there any reason to go on? Who but a fool
would collect moments of vision and coherent being,
when one obviously needs
permanence? These are doubts, only a small sampling of the doubts
that come to mind. Some pilgrims stop; it is the sensible thing to do. Others only imagine they
continue. Looking beyond and responding to a message, beginning a voyage of self
discovery
originally such natural and life-giving
acts have not led very far. They have led for the most part
to new unrest and to haunting, almost inaccessible vision. The unrest is worse than before because
now the pilgrim knows that unrest is not all that exists; he or she has experienced something else,
however intermittently. Pilgrims who continue accept the discomfort of having virtually two
minds, two distinct ranges of experience. It is a part of pilgrimage, not a detour, to explore the
relations between these two. The metaphysical maps indicate that duality is a long episode in the
pilgrim's journey, but not its destination. In spite of everything, some pilgrims continue artists
among
them."
3 It was this duality that I thought was my enemy and during my last year of
undergraduate class I decided to quit piercing to concentrate on my thesis and escape the
nightmare that I thought piercing was becoming. I produced my undergraduate thesis with what
I term limited success, by limited I mean that it was, by all of my standards, the best I was
capable of at that time, technically. I had become very frustrated during that year, I was never
able to really communicate what I wanted. I was later to discover that I was trying to
communicate in a language that was long dead, archaic Christian symbols. The only people that
were understanding my work were those who had spent their time studying art history and as I
did not want my sole audience to be art historians, I had to discover another language. This new
language was to be found in the same source as the Christian symbology, the icon. I found that
most people understood the representations of the Christian icons, but not the lesser symbols that
littered the images. I also discovered that it wasn't enough to simple use the icons, I had to also
change them to represent an ideal that fit into my lexicon. For my undergraduate thesis I worked
on a project that I titled Virtues and Vices. This piece was the stepping stone to my current work,
it contained my first successful
attempt at using Christian icons mixed with modern
interpretations of society to recontextualize
the shift in morals and accepted norms between the
past and the present. But what it lacked and failed to do was have any connection to what I was
trying to explore within myself. I had
forgotten what I was looking for and had become confused
by the duality that grew within me. I had thought that my true work was interfering with my
photography and my education, I
failed to realize that it was my work that gave birth to my
photography in an attempt to explore this very duality that the work caused. Historically,
photography has always had an aura of
"truth"
associated with it, somehow giving the subject an
air of authenticity. My work is not the photography itself, but rather the experience that the
photograph depicts, much along the ideas that surround the Earth-Work artists my photography
is in part to document an event that is transitory in nature and leaves few visual traces after the
event. It has taken me many years to realize that I am not a photographer and really have little
interest in becoming one, in the traditional sense. I am an artist however that happens to utilize
photography as a tool of communication. I must however admit that I differ in my beliefs from
the postmodern uses of photography of popular culture, by artists such as Rauschenburg, Prince,
Lavine and Sherman, just because I use photography as a mode of communication and follow
many of the constructs of postmodern practices, such as appropriation and collage, does not mean
that I am not influenced by the modernist tradition, primarily when it comes to aestheticism. I
remain caught by the ideals of modernism in some aspects, I just cannot let them go that easily. I
have not and will not sacrifice the ritual of the camera in my pursuit of documentation. My
photographic work is not merely documentation, there is the romantic notion of symbolism and
historical reference that permeates the images. I respect the ritual of the camera as much as the
rituals that I preform on the body, as they do somewhat parallel each other. This is one of the
failing aspects that I find in postmodern photography. Often in the postmodern use of
photography they leave behind the history and aesthetics of the medium and proceed with the
purely mechanical function of the
camera.
I would like to spend some time discussing the role of my friends and some of my
influences that have affected the style that I work within. My work has always included the use of
friends, not as representations of icons and symbols appropriated for art historical contexts, but as
real beings exploring their minds and
bodies. It has always been important to me that my models
were more than just models, they had to be on a
personal level with me. It was important to the
work, both physical and representational, that the participants be into everything that was going
on around them, that they understood what I was doing and why. This is often difficult for the
viewer to distinguish and I have always tried to portray the experience with such intimacy, in
hopes that the viewer will find some level in which to connect to the experience. I could never have
just used someone off the street, it would have created a rift in energy between the subject and
myself and ultimately in the representation of the experience. Up until this point in my life my
models have sought me out, I had never had to go looking for my inspiration, but with my time
restricted I have managed the best I can to track down like minded individuals that are willing to
participate in my work, here in Rochester.
It came to me early on that the images that I created were never plainly about the subjects
themselves but an extension of myself, about the insecurities that I had felt as a child and about
the quest I had for knowledge and spiritual enlightenment. The style of my work was primarily
influenced by the styles of master painters Andrea Del Sarto, who's paintings are full of subtle
color and details that have always left me feeling inspired, Caravaggio and Velazquez, the subject
creeping out of an isolating darkness. The sacred is always isolated from nature and its
surroundings. I look also to the works of master sculptors such as Bernini's Ecstasy of St. Teresa
and Michelangelo's Peita. The other major influences were the Symbolists and the Pre-
Raphaelites. Not so much for the paintings but for what they stood for, their ideals and myths. I
have found their literature to be as engaging as their paintings, one of my favorite quotes is by
Stephane Mallarme who said this about the qualities of Symbolism, "they must try to contain
deliberate ambiguity, hermeticism, the feeling for the symbol as a catalyst, something which,
while itself remaining unchanged,
generates a reaction in the psyche, the notion that art exists
alongside the real world rather than in the midst of it and the preference for the synthesis as
opposed to analysis. It may combine
elements found in the real world, or even borrowed from
other works of art to produce a separate, different and certainly self-sufficient
reality."
4 There
are but a few photographers that have really influenced me, the main photographer being Joel-
PeterWitkin, our work has little in common visually, but what has interested me aboutWitkin is
his drive. His photography is a way of questioning the spiritual, almost like visual clues that he has
followed on the quest for his Grail. His work is also usually based in an art historical context and
we are both exploring the aspects of spirituality and it is to this extent that our work shares
common ground. Christian art throughout history has provided me with the icon rich
environment that I like to work. I fell in love with the representations of the sacred, while at the
same time found myself rejecting the context of their perceived meanings. My fascination was
never about Christian mythology, but about the ability to use icons, symbols and images to
communicate the sacred. This mode of communication was almost universal, during a time when
the populace could not read or write. My intention was not and is not to degrade or specifically
comment on Christian art or religion, but rather use it's symbols and icons to create a fusion with
the symbols and icons from my own spiritual sadomasochistic context. In a sense I am
appropriating aspects of Christian
art for its accepted means of communication, it's status as
sacred. Of course at the time that I started using photography I had little knowledge ofwhat this
all meant. My images were based on aesthetics and little else, I had no idea what the symbols
meant or why my images, considering
the nature of them, were taken out of context in an
institutional environment. It wasn't until my third year in undergraduate school that I started to
understand what my images were starting
to hint at, but not succeeding. At the time I was seeking
validation, I thought that if I could only show everybody
else what I was experiencing I could
somehow make them understand and accept my lifestyle. I wanted to capture the essence of
energy that is between the shaman
and the journeyer, to show that enlightened state, by way of
the photograph. I now know that to be misguided, it is not the validation that I seek from others,
it is the validation that I seek from within. It is through the deconstruction of the differences and
similarities of the duality caused and maintained by my
quest that has been created within that I
seek to demystify, for the first time in my life I feel that I am closer to the truth ofmy path than I
have ever been before.
In this next section of the thesis I will discuss and describe some of the research and
motivations that have evolved during my studies in academia and the terms that have set the
foundation of my work. It has been these studies, in my mind, that have formed a base of
legitimacy for my work and has allowed me the luxury to explore the connection in an intellectual
manner rather than just a physical one. In this quest it was important for me to first describe the
terms that I am exploring, as well as some of the inherent problems that occur when examining
the terms and concepts that I am using as my lexicon. The first step to this process is to examine
the definitions of spirituality and sadomasochism in both their ability to describe and their
inability to communicate. By their inability I mean that, due to the media based stereotypes of
both definitions, it is hard to use these terms to adequately describe my concept of spiritual
sadomasochism. Mainstream society in general has taken a very negative look on the aspects of
sadomasochism, reserving it for the defining of criminals and murdering psychopaths. It was not
until very recently that sadomasochism was removed from the DSMIII section strictly for
illnesses. For that reason I intend to give definitions for both terms that I shall use throughout this
paper. Spiritual Sadomasochism is a concept that is only ever hinted at when looking deep into
the structures of sadomasochistic rituals and practices and is usually only talked about in the form
of energy between the sadist and the masochist. Quite the contrary when one looks into the
modern percepts of spirituality, sadomasochism is never brought into light and the closest any
texts come to the idea is when evaluating so called
"primitive"
initiation rituals. Unfortunately
they never take the next logical step to explore the
connection between so called
"primitive"
rituals
and the modern sadomasochistic practices that are often derived from these cultural rituals. From
the outside this seems only a visual
connection but from within this subculture these practices
retain their intention, sure there is visual fantasy that differs for every individual involved but the
search for the same end goal is often parallel.
Spirituality is defined by Webster's as: the quality or state of being spiritual, which is
defined as: of, relating to, consisting of, or affecting the spirit: incorporeal: of or related to sacred
matters. Unfortunately this definition is of little use to my idea as it does not take into account
the concept of enlightenment to which spirituality is connected. For the intent of this paper I
must look at the overall concept of spirituality and enlightenment together to produce an
adequate definition to describe spiritual sadomasochism. This concept of the spiritual is best
described by Roger Lipsey, when he states,
"
When is it that people begin to look beyond or
within themselves for a strength to face life or wisdom to understand it that surpasses their
ordinary capacity? The beginning of the spiritual must be this "looking
beyond"
or looking more
deeply 5 It is this definition of spirituality that provides the most adequate precept for
my idea. The definition of sadomasochism however, is much harder to describe within these
circumstances.
Sadomasochism is of course derived from the combination of two terms that of sadism,
defined by psychoanalyst Richard von Krafft-Ebing after the writer, Marquis de Sade, and
masochism also by Richard von Krafft-Ebing after historian Leopold von Sacher-Masoch. In
Richard von Krafft-Ebing's, 1885 book, Psychopathia Sexualis he defines sadism as, "the
experience of sexualfsic] pleasurable sensations(including orgasm) produced by acts of cruelty,
bodily punishment afflicted on one's own person or when witnessed by others, be they animals or
human beings. It may also consist of an innate desire to humiliate, hurt, wound or even destroy
others in order thereby to create sexual
pleasure in one's And masochism as,
"
Masochism is
the opposite of sadism. While the latter is the desire to cause pain and use force, the former is the
wish to suffer pain and be subjected to
force."
6 This definition of sadomasochism is very broad
compared to its less known equivalent algolagnia, defined as: a perversion characterized by
pleasure and especially sexual
gratification in inflicting or suffering pain. In either case, the
lem as a
definitions are not adequate for the purpose of this paper, while it is useful to reference th
cause of the media based misconceptions of the practices and rituals, it is not however, the precept
of this paper. A critical definition of this term is required in order to gain insight into the modern
rituals and practices of sadomasochism. To the contemporary participants of this culture the
clinical term sadomasochism no longer describes their experience. A more adequate description
of the term sadomasochism is to look not at the clinical definitions of the words, but the activities
that are manifested under the structure of contemporary sadomasochism and its more correct
concept of "Body Play". Body play is a term coined by Fakir Musafar, "it is used to describe the
deliberate, ritualized modification of the human body. It is a deep rooted, universal urge that
seemingly transcends time and cultural boundaries. It has the ability to bring the
"Body-Spirit"
connection, the "Essence of
Life,"
into immediate, sharp focus. It is probably the most intimate
and personal act we can perform. What is more important to life than the body through which
life must be directed and received? Changes in the configuration and functions of the body
directly affect the way in which an individual will know life and life will know the
individual."
7
The goal of this written thesis is to acquaint and bridge the concepts of
spiritual/intellectual enlightenment with the practices and rituals of the sadomasochistic culture.
This research, is to provide a better understanding of the sadomasochistic culture and the social
nature in which it occurs and to illuminate the path of the spiritual. The reason behind this
assertion is that, in today's contemporary western society, the dearth of factual information has
promoted exaggerated, negative stereotypes. The very mention of the term sadistic, conveys the
notions of violent, inhuman serial killers inflicting pain and suffering on unwilling victims. The
media does nothing but perpetuate this
misconception because the imagery and the fear obtained
from that imagery, is profitable. The terror and disgust that this propagates only increases the
dubious reputation sadomasochistic practices have. It is condoned on one hand because it has
monetary value but then is quickly
condemned by the other hand because it is regarded as
morally and spiritually bankrupt. Not only are most of the participants in the sadomasochist
scene just like everyone else, demographically, they have similar beliefs and end goals that society
as a whole values. To the same extent this parallels the disapproving attitude surrounding body
modification as both self expression/exploration and as fashion statement. Many of these same
body modification practices that are intertwined in the sadomasochistic scene, are derived from
cultural initiation rites. If taken into account separately these so called
"primitive"
rites of passage
have a historical foundation that can be attributed to the religious structures of the various
cultures, however when taken out of that context and thrust into a contemporary western
ideology, the same rituals now become void of their potency because they are trying to strive on
foreign territory belonging to a culture that has lost the necessity and understanding of those
rituals. This seems curious in a country founded on assimilation and appropriation.
To accomplish the link between the concept of the spiritual and the activity of
sadomasochistic practices and rituals I will use research from five fields of inquiry, the
philosophical, the psychoanalytic, the sociological, the historical and its portrayal in art, both in
the art itself and it's critical discourse. These will furnish the context that will anchor the findings
of the four fields of inquiry into a cohesive body ofwork supporting my work.
The philosophical field has much insight to offer in both the concepts of spirituality and in
the practices of ritual whether they lie in the
sadomasochistic realm or not. By examination into
the ideas of the prominent thinkers of our times, I will be able to give the concept of the spiritual a
foundation on which to build the bridge from sadomasochistic ritual. The best description of this
foundation is from Roland Barthes's interpretation of the Marque De Sade's, Juliette. Of course,
the reader must acknowledge that Sade was a writer, who ironically spent his life in the Bastille for
his writings, not his deeds. Barthes's description establishes
the imagery from which modern
sadomasochism takes it conception. It is important to note that the imagery is all that is taken
from Sade's writings, for his notion of sadism was pure, quite the contrary to the concept of safe,
sane and consensual. Barthes first describes the journey of Juliette as being diverse, that is it spans
a great physical distance, this distance is however for one single purpose, that of solitude. This
solitude is that of an absolute. He describes this solitude not only as a necessity, but a very quality
of existence. The purpose of this isolation is two fold, the idea of being alone within a social
group but to have also access to a deeper retreat that is shared by only sadist and masochist.
Barthes comments as this being strange, as there is obviously no need to hide the activity from
within the social group. It then lies to reason that the act of seclusion must consequently be that
of a formal nature, extending it into the realm of the theatrical. It creates a paradox between a
world ruled by communication and the silent act. An act that comes to represent an ascetic
practice. Thus the symbolic representations of the dungeons, cellars, crypts and holes that the
sadist alone returns and the masochist explores. This solitude has a second role, that of an internal
social structure, complete with all the elements of a fully functional ordered society. In this society
there must be order, for order is a prerequisite to vice. Vice in action is a form of trade, because it
has value and as with anything in a society that is considered to have value must be planned. Thus
it constitutes a ritual. The ritual is a planned event that has a set master that orchestrates the scene,
during which there is an exchange that is considered of value. It is these very notions that
compose the foundation of a social structure. This fully formed social structure, in the construct
of it's solitude, perpetuates the sanctuary of imagination and creates a discourse that can then
portray the social activity. In modern
sadomasochistic rituals this form of communication is often
in the form of confession. Confession for Sade served a dual purpose of satirizing the religious
ritual and to depict the sadistic act of the victims submission to the sadist. Contemporary practice
has sanctioned the latter purpose for their negotiation of the scene, converting the status of the
victim to that of the masochist, in this process of the conversion, the
power structure of the
relationship is inverted. This
connection between power and confession and their link to sexual
practices has been argued by Michel Foucault. He argues
counter to the philosophical idea that
freedom is a prerequisite for the development of true statements. He argues instead that, "torture
and confession have been associated and that however silently and secretly, restraint, coercion,
imposed obligation and compulsion. The ritual of confession takes place within a relationship of
power, for one does not confess without the presence ( or virtual presence) of a partner who is not
simply the interlocutor but the authority who requires the confession, prescribes and appreciates it,
and intervenes in order to judge, punish, forgive, console, and 8 Confession is also
paralleled in the psychoanalytic field because of the nature of the therapy. It is the introduction,
the conscious, to the study of the unconscious.
The psychoanalytic fields major contribution to the studies of sadomasochism is the
examination of sadomasochistic practices as social behavior. This will be of great assistance to the
structure of the rituals involved. However, there remains a dilemma, these studies occur from the
outside looking in, as well as the fact that in Krafft-Ebing's time, the studies done were on his
patients. This has a bias placed on the research because most people seeking the services of a
psychoanalyst perceives that their activity is a problem. It has not been until recent years that a
different approach has been taken, unfortunately the common stereotypes that exist are a
remainder from former and fact is that it still remains a social taboo. For the purposes of this
paper I will not rely much on the
work of Kraft-Ebing and Freud, but look to later studies done
by Paul H. Gebhard. He maintains that the concepts of sadomasochistic behavior are embedded
in our society since culture seems to
function on the dominate and submissive relationships where
aggression has an advantage. This circumstance mimics the gender expectations of a society as
well, the male is supposed to be dominate and aggressive while the female is supposed to take the
submissive role in the relationship. What is interesting is that Gebhard come to the conclusion that
living in a society that has a structure based on these dominate/submissive relationships,
unfortunately causes a
pathological combination of sex with that of dominate/submissive
behavior. He goes on to say that this is a
phenomenon exclusive to advanced civilizations. This
infers that well developed sadomasochistic activities are exclusive to such complex societies. Just as
in today's society, the social structure of the sadomasochist world is a very complex one. As within
the categories of sadomasochistic practices, there are many varied activities and desires. What I
find most interesting is the way in which Gebhard links sadomasochistic practices to symbolism.
Gebhard states,
"
Sadomasochism is beautifully suited to symbolism: what better proof of power
and status is there than inflicting humiliation or pain upon someone who does not retaliate? And
what better proof of love is there than enduring or even seeking such
treatment."
9 Associating
sadomasochism with symbolism is an important step in bridging the concepts of the spiritual and
sadomasochism, as it parallels the relationship between the shaman, subject and the quest. It is
from this assertion that a new subculture formed from within the structure of sadomasochism.
Their belief is that by transcending the body's pain limits a path to spiritual enlightenment can be
achieved. This transcendence is the goal and by using pain as the instigator, it allows the subject
to get to the point of release from the body. Similar results were noted in the experiments done
with sensory deprivation in the 1960's and 1970's,
without the pain of course. Sensory deprivation
has also emerged as an increasingly popular activity in sadomasochistic practices. Within the last
ten years it has gained mainstream popularity with the reintroduction of isolation tanks as form of
relaxation. It is precisely this type
of social acceptance that the sadomasochist community waits
for. It is through the general acceptance that the field of sociology can then start to study this
culture without the evidence being considered taboo.
The sociological perspective is where I will examine the social constructs that surround
initiation rites and their appropriation by sadomasochistic ideology. This research will also
examine the common beliefs of the idea of the spiritual in both
religious and cultural, initiation
practices. It will give insight to the social structures that underlay
the foundations of my
argument. The individual rites that exist are far too numerable to
discuss here, but what is of
importance is the universalities that exist in the concepts of initiation. I
will start by the function
of the shaman. There exist just as analogous initiations for the shaman as for the shamans subject.
There are only a few ways in which to become a shaman, that of calling, that of inheritance, and
that of social will. During this process, the shaman goes through two types of tutelage, the first
being from the ecstatic, such as from dreams, visions or trances and the second form of tutelage
from the traditional source in the way of techniques, functions, mythology and secret language. It
is through this process that the shaman gains the wisdom and understanding so that he/she may
guide the initiate. This involves the shaman going through, what is called a sickness, that is caused
by the divine symbolically killing the shaman, causing him/her to be reborn. This process closely
follows the paradigm of all initiation, intense physical sensation at the hands of the master of the
initiate, followed by the ritual death in the construct of experience. This experience is that of
ascension, resulting in the emergence of a new understanding. Fakir Musafar is one of the more
outspoken modern primitives and it is he that best describes the modern form of the initiation,
"
Playing with intense sensation is what people do in S&M for the most part. That is what we do
in rituals and in piercing and in tattooing. Many people have found that this is a way of opening
up their body-spirit connection. When one goes about this consensually and
takes intense physical
sensation in an expected way, they find that they can
separate the body, which is felling the
sensation, from the spirit in [side] the body. They're expanding their consciousness, their
understanding of
life."
10 He later goes on to state that,
"
the deliberate, ritualized infliction of
what we would call pain or what I would call intense physical sensation can change the relationship
of the body and that which lives in the body so that
some kind of physical transformation is
possible."
1 1 The importance of the mode of the intense physical sensation can be better clarified
by this statement, "But whatever the nature of his/her sufferings may be, they
have a role in the
making of the shaman only to the
extent to which he/she gives them a religious significance and,




activity of these circumstances is
what makes up the ritual.
It is important that we first
understand ritual in its hyper form, not as a every day occurrence. A ritual is the relationship
between an individual and the concept of supernatural or the relationship between a group of
people. A ritual is also made up of tradition, in the sense that one has certain expectations, that
what they are going through has been previously experienced, maybe not by the participants
themselves but by the group or individual leading the ritual. This expectation infers that the ritual
is a planned event, staged, theatrical. This aspect of the ritual is what gives it its power. We can
find some aspects of the ritual in the practice of flagellation, previously practiced by religions and
cultures all over the world and adopted as one of the more popular activities in the
sadomasochistic relationship.
The historical aspect of the research will explore the activity of flagellation. It will examine
the facts surrounding the ideas of the spiritual and the truth about the rituals and practices that are
included in the realm of modern sadomasochism and body play. Flagellation is one of the most
widely practiced forms of punishment in history. Throughout history it has been used for many
reasons, that of initiation, punishment, self-purification and altered states of consciousness. Its
lineage can be traced back to the Romans. Both Islam and Christianity embraced self-flagellation
as a form of penance prior to the eighteenth century. It's popularity has waned in much of
today's religious society, with the exception of the
Shiite Muslims. In the Christian tradition it
was popularized by the Egyptian monastics, who thought that it would relieve the thoughts
of
sexual pleasure, which were considered to be the origin of sin. This
tradition has lasted for a
thousand years and is still accepted in some of the Penitent sects. For the most part flagellation
was under the control of the church and usually carried
out on the church grounds. From there it
quickly spread out to the populace and
soon became secularized. Much to the disappointment of
the church, groups even started to form with the
sole purpose being flagellation as redemption
without the need of the church, this was of
course crushed by the Inquisition and brought back
into church control. It is not until the early eighteenth century that flagellation becomes the
associated with the sexual. It quickly spread from the confessional qualities of the church to the
bedrooms and the brothels of Europe, mainly England. The historical popularity of this
phenomenon infers that it was pleasurable, in so much that there are countless citations of,
"
nuns
begging to be bound and flogged and partly clad priests beseeching women to beat them and
their ensuing spiritual ecstasy suggest that self-flagellants experienced, at the least, an endorphin
13 Flagellation has a rich history that is associated with the spiritual and the erotic, hence it
is no wonder that modern sadomasochistic rituals often include this practice in their repertoire.
The spiritual portrayal in art has more documentation than I can possible list here, so I will
limit my research to the aspects that have influenced my work the most and as for the depiction
of sadomasochistic practices and rituals depicted in art, one has to merely look at the thousands of
representations of the Christian martyrs in their pursuit of asceticism. Christian art, Catholic art in
particular, has done much to influence my work. The Catholic Church has founded itself on the
use of visual references to portray the so called truths of the bible. During the time it was one of
the only forms of communication to a society that was largely not able to read or write, so it
became not only a form of communication but of validity.
It is this form of validity that has
interested me the most and the language that is used to form the tie between communication and
validity. In the March 1999 issue of the New Art Examiner critic Eleanor Heartney explores this
phenomenon when she describes the Catholic background from which artists are appropriating,
"the language of Catholic devotional prayer is replete with sexually charged, voluptuous imagery.
Works like Bernard of Clairvaux's Sermons on the Song of Songs and the writings of Hildegard
von Bingen are full of sensual prayers, which express the soul's yearning for God in terms that
suggest sexual seduction. Memoirs of the great mystics describe spiritual unions with God that
mimic human experiences of sexual She goes on to comment on the emergence of the
body art scene that occurred in the 1960's by saying,
"This phenomenon contains echoes of the
self-imposed physical trials of the Catholic Saints. During the persecution of the early church,
violent physical pain and suffering emerged as a privileged route to salvation. Traditional
Catholic literature and art abounds in lovingly detailed accounts of the gruesome tortures
endured by Christ and the martyrs. Transposed to the present, Mantegna's St. Sebastian, whose
bound body twists sensuously to reveal a magnificently well defined male physique riddled with
arrows, has become a poster boy for bondage aficionados. And tales of saints drawn and
quartered, disemboweled, and otherwise mutilated set the stage for twentieth-century
"endurance"
artists who walk on glass, nail themselves to Volkswagons, and engage in blood
And a few paragraphs down later These modern day penitents may not be striving
to unite themselves with a bleeding savior, but their efforts to stretch the limits of human
endurance suggests a similar longing to achieve a higher state of consciousness through fortitude
and physical 14 The use of this language has resurfaced in the contemporary art scene, with
such artists as Robert Mapplethorpe, Andres Serrano, Bob Flanagan, Janine Antoni, Karen Finley,
Chris Burden, Vito Acconci, Julio Galan, Joel-Peter Witkin and Ron Athey. Before these artists
were striving to survive and understand
their environment there was another group of well know
artists headed up by none other than Wassily Kandinsky. In 1912, Kandinsky published an
article, On the Spiritual in Art, it was his hopes that it would become the emerging task of the
twentieth century, in response to the materialism of the nineteenth century culture. Kandinsky
took the path of the guide for the avant-guard in the art world. He recognized from early on that
the role of the guide was an important one , in part of his article he states, "a man like the rest of
us in every way, but who conceals
within himself the secret, inborn power of
'vision'
"15 One of
the things that Kandinsky would direct attention to
was the idea of inner necessity of the artist,
this dates back to the philosophy of Socrates. Kandinsky
had recontextualized inner necessity for
the purposes of the artist and had this to say concerning
the idea,
"
Inner necessity, which might
be called honesty - of the most demanding kind, obliging
the artist to search, to wait, to pay
close attention. The artists eyes should be always directed to his inner life, and his ears turned to
the voice of internal necessity. Then he will seize upon all permitted means and just as easily upon
all forbidden means. This is the only way of giving expression to mystical
necessity."
16 These are
just a few of the concepts that I am depicting in my work, I am of course recontextualizing what
Kandinski and Socrates have stated on the subject of the inner necessity. I think it is the duty of
the artists of the world to take lessons from the best that historical knowledge has to offer us, in
order to then deconstruct the meaning and take that information to combine it with the societal
structures that we, as contemporary beings must survive by.
The goal of this research was to acquaint and bridge the concepts of spiritual/intellectual
enlightenment with the practices and rituals of the sadomasochistic culture. This journey in
academia, was to provide a better understanding of the sadomasochistic culture and the social
nature in which it occurs and to illuminate the path of the spiritual sadomasochist. The
complexity of this goal is of no small undertaking, due to the subject of the spiritual and the
connotations usually applied to the terms
of sadomasochism. It has only been a recent
development that the subject could be broached from it's taboo status. By looking into the
background of literary representation from Roland Barthes's deconstruction of the Marquis De
Sade's Julliette, I have shown one possible connection for the visual ways in which the
sadomasochistic culture chooses to symbolize itself. When this added to the rich history of
confession and the insight by Michel Foucault writings, I have related the spiritual implications of
confession with the symbolic relationship
between the sadist and the masochist. This relationship
is also paralleled in the introduction of the shaman and the structure of the initiation into the
context of sadomasochist ritual. Once this was established, I selected an activity that has both a
strong historical background in the spiritual,
based on many religious institutions, and been in the
unique position to have transcended from a religious activity to that of a secular one. Due to
amount that ecstasy occurs
from flagellation, it can therefore be logically expanded to include any
type of intense physical sensation that is used to produce a
transcendental state. Once I had set
my
foundation for myself and had looked at the massive body of work throughout history that
have displayed either/both the spiritual and sadomasochistic rituals and practices it is apparent
where my influences and work have been nurtured to the ever expanding state in which they are
currently reside.
I believe that when understanding this reference of their correlation it is possible to infer
that there is a direct connection between the concept of the spiritual and the rituals and practices
of a sadomasochist culture, when it is the goal of the activity to inspire a spiritual quest, whether in
art or life. One of my favorite quotes is from my once mentor Fakir Musafar who stated, "The
body-first way, this is the way of the shaman and fakir. By using some kind of intense sensation in
the physical body, you focus all concentration on one particular space in the physical body. After
that, you take the attention and make it go inward to explore your inner space. Your attention
can not wander when you're doing something intense and when your attention is that focused, it's
possible for something to happen. You may direct your attention into another sphere of
consciousness. One of the neat things about the body-first approach is that the important element
you have in the body system is sexual 17
This brings me to the last section of this written thesis, my new work, its meaning and
intention. As I have stated before, my work is much larger than the photography that depicts it. In
this section I will discuss the specific activities that are referenced in the images, this will include
both historical information and personal experience. One of my goals in life is to help people
explore a part of themselves that have been previously inaccessible. Through my interaction with
these individuals the images are born and therefore must be discussed. At the end of the thesis
there will be a section of the individuals responses/reactions to their experience along with
out-
takes of the sessions.
My photographic work has always
referenced some religious iconography and this body of
work has some of those aspects contained within the images and the reasoning for this I have
stated in the previous sections. The difference between my past work and this current work is that
the references are much subtler than I have done in the past. I have selected five images to display
and they are in some manner referencing parts ofmy life, while still referencing the emotions and
style of religious paintings throughout history. Once again, my goal in using this reference is not
to mock religion but to reinterpret the rich imagery and apply it to my understanding to spiritual
sadomasochism. The activities that I have chosen to depict are: hook suspension, play-piercing,
rope suspension and sensory deprivation. In the sections that follow I will give some historical
reference, to place it within a context, but concentrating mainly on the experiences of those I
interact with. All five of the participants were newcomers to the experiences that they sought to
explore. Throughout the past eight years of my involvement within the sadomasochistic
community, I have valued my position as a guide. It has given me the ability to better explore
myself while giving back to the community that I interact within. Out of respect of privacy to the
individuals involved I shall refer to them by an initial.
Hook suspension, as a practice is far from new, it has been practiced in many cultures for
centuries. The practice among the Sufi of the
Middle East, dates back thousands of years. The
Sufi sect was a combination of Hebrew, Hindi and early Christian and Islamic beliefs that focused
on the direct knowledge brought on by exploring altered states. There are still two major festivals
in the Savite Hindu practice that focus on hook suspensions as means to altered states, the
Thaipusam and the Chidi Mari. The Thaipusam, celebrated in both Kuala Lumpur and Penang,
draw crowds as large as 500,000 participants, and primarily consist of a form of tug ofwar, where
a participant will pull a chariot or person down the street from hooks placed in their back. There
are also cases of partial and full suspension with in a frame that are carried or pulled down the
street. Chidi Mari is also practiced in Penang, but has changed from its traditional practice of
suspending from two hooks in
the back and then being raised into the air and rotated by a pole,
although this practice still occurs, it does so in less frequency to other activities, such as 70 feet fire
walking and being hooked with hundreds of small pots or pieces of fruit while receiving cheek
spears during a walk as long as 7 miles. Both of these festivals have found a home in Malaysia after
being virtually outlawed in India and Sir Lanka. On the North American continent, similar
practices were developed among the Mandan and later spread to the Arikara, Minnetaree and to
the various Sioux tribes.
These rituals were designed to use the body to transcend the body in hopes to
communicate to a greater base of knowledge. In contemporary Western society this practice has
made a small but notable come back among some sub-cultures. Particularly within the piercing
and sadomasochism communities as a rites of passage and in seeking the spiritual. In the past 8
years I have participated in 15 suspensions and I find them to be some of the most intense
experiences I have had the honor to participate in.
My first encounter with J had been a casual discussion about piercing and slowly lead to a
friendship. It was through these talks that we had that he had expressed an interest in hook
suspension. He said that he had been searching for someone capable of assisting
for about two
years and after numerous discussions we finally made a decision on the type of suspension and a
date for the experience. The energy was high as we
prepared for the hook insertion, it is a long
process that takes much from both us. After thirty to forty-five minutes all ten
of the twelve
gauge hooks were in and we were ready to start setting up
the rigging. You could feel the energy
move around the room, it was thick and positive.
Once the rigging was good we slowly
started
lifting him off the ground, stopping at a point
where his toes were left barley touching the ground,
allowing him to set the pace
of the suspension. After a period of time testing the ropes he slowly
lifted his feet off the hardwood floor allowing the hooks to
bear his full weight. The suspension
lasted approximately thirty
minutes. When he finally came down again he had a glow that could
have illuminated the room. Everyone in the room felt and
shared in the experience, it was a feeling
of joy!
Sensory deprivation is defined as having one or more of the physical senses restricted to
create a void allowing for more subtle states of consciousness and has a long history within the
psychological societies as a way to study the brain. The most notable being John Lily, his research
mainly focused on sensory deprivation tanks. The idea behind the flotation tank is to create a salt
bath so dense with salt that the body floats in space, creating an illusion that your body merges
with the bath to give the sensation the your body has disappeared, then adding to the experience
by shutting out all input except what your own mind conjures from within.
This of course is not the first experiments with sensory deprivation, it has been used for
many generations in other cultures. The most documented culture, so far that I have found, is that
of the Eskimo. The Eskimo shamans would be bound in what they called a seer's pose, also very
similar to the child's pose in yoga, in which the body is bound in the fetal position while covering
the head in a mask separating the shaman from the outside world. After many hours in this pose a
trance is brought on from the isolation, giving the shaman his/her vision.
Many pagan groups use what is now called a witches cradle. There are two documented
variations on this type of sensory deprivation. The first involved the individual being wrapped like
a mummy in leather or cloth from head to toe, then being strapped into a frame allowing for no
movement. The frame would then be suspended in the air giving complete disorientation with the
earth beneath. The other version is based on the Dervishes that would hang by their wrists until a
new state of conscience evolved. This version involved the individual to be suspended in a
mummy like cocoon from their arms.
Sensory deprivation has had a strong
comeback in the sadomasochistic communities in the
past years. Many of the fetish establishments
have started to cater to the encasement enthusiasts.
It has been on ofmy favorite activities
over the years stemming back to my childhood obsessions
with mummification. It has been through sensory deprivation that I have achieved some of my
deepest meditation and upon emerging from the
cocoon feeling more vibrant and aware that ever
before.
I have had the pleasure of many experiences with T, she has given me some of the most
memorable times I have experienced in the past two years and this one was no different. She has
had a long history with meditation and is very familiar with the ideas of trancing. However this
was the first time that she had explored this type of encasement as a means of an introspective
journey.
We started by first tightly wrapping her body in a sheath of black plastic wrap, leaving
only openings at her nose and mouth. Once that was complete we added a layer of duct tape,
totally encasing her from her head to her toes leaving only the nostrils open to the outside world.
Once encased she can only go inward, having given up her other senses and mobility. She stayed
immobilized for a period of approximately an hour achieving a deep state of relaxation and
meditation. When the wrap was removed
from her body she felt a wave of the outside world
reaching out to once again bring her back to a state renewed and invigorated senses.
Mummification is one ofmy favorite scenes to
participate in do to its introspective nature.
Japanese style rope suspension has had a long history in Japan and has been gaining
popularity in the Western bondage
culture in the past years. Rope suspension is just one of the
styles that fall under the heading of Shabari. In our culture
bondage has often been thought of a
an act of aggression and degradation, but within a few other cultures it has maintained a rich
history involving meditation and spiritual
submission by exploring the limits of endurance.
Spiritual bondage consists of immobilization through an elaborate set
of knots specifically
designed for comfort and endurance. The goal is to allow the
individual to experience long term
immobilization without the negative effects of severe stress
and limited blood circulation. This
creates a feeling of release, because during
some point of the experience your mind must accept
the fact that it is immobile and let go allowing for a state
ofmeditation and altered conscience.
I had only know A for
five months, through similar studies and as most that
encounter my
work over a period of time, there is either a curiosity in the material or a desire to experience. It
was over this period of time that she became interested in exploring the endurance level of her
mind and body.
The initial rope work that goes into a suspension harness takes hours to construct and is a
ritualized process that gradually immobilizes the individual allowing for the slow acclimation to
this altered state. We started out with the simple harness and worked from there, she was
constantly testing the strength of the ropes that were reducing her movement. She remained
playful throughout the entire experience. The overall knot work took approximately an hour and
a half to complete and then she was first partially suspended for a brief time to acclimates her to
the sensation. We then moved to a full suspension that lasted for almost twenty minutes, during
which time was able to define her endurance limits and explore that part of her mind that she
sought to test. She emerged form the experience with a slightly heightened sense of awareness and
a ravenous appetite.
Play piercing has no real history to it, it does reference some rituals of other cultures but
maintains its own autonomy. Many people believe that it is a kin to acupuncture but that is not a
good analogy. The process of getting pierced has many ritual aspects and play piercing follows
many of those rituals, but at the end of it
all the needles are removed, the objective is solely for
the sensation of the needle penetrating the
skin and the mind state that follows the experience. As
I work on each individual the pattern that emerges on their skin is unique, following the
individuals specific body structure. Many people describe the
sensation as that of a relaxing state.
Few people would describe it in terms of pain. As with most of the activities that I have discussed
here, the pain or restraint is a instigator to the spiritual.
I had two people that had approached me to explore play piercing, both of whom had
never had the experience. K was the first that I had worked with for this section, she had been
pierced before but never had the knowledge of having sixty some odd needles inserted into her
back. The process of being play pierced take about thirty minutes to complete and starts offwith
the cleaning of the body in preparation for the needles. As the process advanced she accepted the
needles with out difficulty discovering that through concentrating on her breathing she could
control the intensity of the sensation. Once all of the needles were in she marveled at the design
that had emerged from her body, admiring it in a mirror, she could see the little droplets of
blood running down her back and commented on the redness of her blood. When it was over and
the time came for the removal of the needles, she lay relaxed as I slowly removed them one and
two at a time until none were remaining and once again can the cleansing of the skin to prepare
her for her journey home.
C was the second woman that approached me about play piercing after seeing me pierce
T. I had known C for a longer time than K and so our comfortableness was an added bonus in the
process from the start. I think her interest was to use the experience as a place to reflect on the
past, to gain focus. She was in a deep state of relaxation almost from the start. In all we inserted
ninety some odd needles into her back, forming a spiral winding pattern that went from her
shoulders to the base of her spine. We chose the spiral because it had significance to her life and
she wanted me to reflect that in the pattern. I must say that it turned out beautiful, the way that
the needles winded down her body in an almost serpentine way. After the removal of the needles
she commented on her state of relaxation and said she looked forward to the next time.
In the end I would like to comment on my work by saying that to me my art is in the
interaction with the people that make my work possible and it is through photography that I
choose to show that experience to the world. My work has given me the reason and means to
educate myself and it has been through that education process that I have found my art and am
now capable of articulating my
thoughts and feelings into my photography. Many people have
asked me why I came to
Rochester Institute of Technology, knowing that it is, to put it mildly, a
conservative institution. All of my life I
have known that I perceive things differently and to the
majority of society my choice of expressing those percipience disrupts and disturbs some people.
It has never been my intentions to disturb people, only to educate and to offer a slightly different
way to
experience the world in which we all must live. So I guess my answer is this: I came to
Rochester to study myself and to gain insight into my mind and in this journey I have succeeded
beyond my expectations. I have been fortunate enough to interact with a few people who have
shared an interest in the exploration of their mind and body. In the end it is for them that I seek
to serve. It is my role as a guide that I come to accept and understand, for as a child I
had no
guide and attempted to find my way as best I could. I have been given a gift and that gift has
been a glimpse into the spiritual and so my quest will continue and as it does I will
grow. As
society continues in its
motion forward it seems to have forgotten important aspects of
development in its structure. To often there are members of our society that have lost their way
and end up feeling a void. I would never be so bold to
even insinuate that my beliefs are for
everyone because they are not, nor should they
be. Every member of a society must find their own
path and it is the long journey along that path that
we define our lives. There are many paths to
the top of a mountain, some
are short, some are long and some are difficult, some are less
traveled, but in the end they all will get
you to the top of the mountain.
It is easy to condemn that
which we do not understand, but just because we do not understand,
does not mean that it is not
worth experiencing. Life is a puzzle the thoughtful solve.
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Colophon
There are many people that I would like to thank for participating in my work. First and
foremost I would like to thank my partner for being so supportive of my work. She has been a
constant source of inspiration. Secondly, I wish to thank all ofmy friends that wished to explore a
side of themselves that had been previously unexplored. I can only hope that they found what
they sought. I would like to thank my family and friends that have supported this journey during
the past nine years and lastly I would also like to extend my gratitude to my thesis committee,
faculty and staff that helped me during the past two years ofmy graduate work.
My journey is not complete and as long as there is life in my body I shall continue my
quest for the spiritual. I will end with a passage from a book I read many years ago and have long
since lost the source of, but that has effected me on the deepest level.
"
We each have within
ourselves the ability to shape
our own destinies, that much we understand. But, more important,
each of us has the ability to shape the destiny of our
society. In the vastness of the ocean is any
drop of water greater than another? No you answer, and
neither has a single drop the ability to
cause a tidal wave. But I argue if a single drop falls into the ocean it creates ripples and these
ripples spread and
perhaps- who knows these ripples may grow and swell and eventually
break
foaming upon the shore. Like a single drop
in the vast ocean each of us causes ripples as we move
through our lives. The affects ofwhatever we do, insignificant as it may seem,
spread out beyond
us. We may never know
what far reaching impact
even the simplest actions might have on our
fellow mortals. Thus we must all be conscience, all of the
time of our place in the ocean, of our
place in the world, of our place among
our fellow creatures. For if enough of us join forces, we can
swell the tide of events
- for good or
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